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"It may be that I have stumbled upon an adequate description of life itself."
These modest yet profound words trumpet an imminent paradigm shift in scientific, economic, and
technological thinking. In the tradition of Schrödinger's classic What Is Life?, Kauffman's Investigations is a
tour-de-force exploration of the very essence of life itself, with conclusions that radically undermine the
scientific approaches on which modern science rests--the approaches of Newton, Boltzman, Bohr, and
Einstein.
Building on his pivotal ideas about order and evolution in complex life systems, Kauffman finds that
classical science does not take into account that physical systems--such as people in a biosphere--effect their
dynamic environments in addition to being affected by them. These systems act on their own behalf as
autonomous agents, but what defines them as such? In other words, what is life? Kauffman supplies a novel
answer that goes beyond traditional scientific thinking by defining and explaining autonomous agents and
work in the contexts of thermodynamics and of information theory. Much of Investigations unpacks the
progressively surprising implications of his definition. Significantly, he sets the stages for a technological
revolution in the coming decades. Scientists and engineers may soon seek to create autonomous agents--both
organic and mechanical--that can not only construct things and work, but also reproduce themselves!
Kauffman also lays out a foundation for a new concept of organization, and explores the requirements for the
emergence of a general biology that will transcend terrestrial biology to seek laws governing biospheres
anywhere in the cosmos. Moreover, he presents four candidate laws to explain how autonomous agents co-
create their biosphere and the startling idea of a "co-creating" cosmos.
A showcase of Kauffman's most fundamental and significant ideas, Investigations presents a new way of
thinking about the fundamentals of general biology that will change the way we understand life itself--on this
planet and anywhere else in the cosmos.
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From reader reviews:

John Tibbs:

Inside other case, little folks like to read book Investigations. You can choose the best book if you want
reading a book. As long as we know about how is important a book Investigations. You can add
understanding and of course you can around the world by just a book. Absolutely right, because from book
you can understand everything! From your country right up until foreign or abroad you can be known. About
simple matter until wonderful thing you are able to know that. In this era, we are able to open a book or
perhaps searching by internet system. It is called e-book. You may use it when you feel bored stiff to go to
the library. Let's read.

Kelly Thompson:

This Investigations book is not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The benefit
you obtain by reading this book is information inside this publication incredible fresh, you will get facts
which is getting deeper anyone read a lot of information you will get. This kind of Investigations without we
recognize teach the one who looking at it become critical in imagining and analyzing. Don't become worry
Investigations can bring if you are and not make your case space or bookshelves' come to be full because you
can have it inside your lovely laptop even mobile phone. This Investigations having great arrangement in
word along with layout, so you will not sense uninterested in reading.

Brandon Adams:

The book with title Investigations contains a lot of information that you can discover it. You can get a lot of
benefit after read this book. This particular book exist new information the information that exist in this
publication represented the condition of the world today. That is important to yo7u to know how the
improvement of the world. That book will bring you inside new era of the internationalization. You can read
the e-book on the smart phone, so you can read the idea anywhere you want.

Rachel Glidewell:

Playing with family in a very park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with friends is thing that
usually you will have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try thing that really
opposite from that. One activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you already been ride on and with addition of knowledge. Even you love Investigations, you may
enjoy both. It is fine combination right, you still wish to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh
seriously its mind hangout fellas. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its identified as reading friends.
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